Today’s fleet managers are looking for a solution that proactively helps them track and monitor the daily activities of vehicles used by their agency. AT&T Fleet Manager is a powerful web-based location and telematics solution that delivers fleet intelligence data essential for running a fully optimized and efficient fleet. The high value features and reports allow fleet managers to gain visibility into fleet activity and ultimately realize a return on their GPS/AVL investment.

Solution for federal agencies
Reduce maintenance and operating costs, improve driver and mobile asset security, and increase vehicle utilization throughout the agency. Fleet managers will be able to optimize operations with a feature-rich GPS device that delivers vehicle location and telematics data to help maximize their assets. With AT&T Fleet Manager, agencies will receive:

• Near real-time vehicle locations for easy dispatching
• Ongoing access to historical GPS data to respond to investigation requests
• Comprehensive on-board engine diagnostic reports for pre-emptive vehicle maintenance
• Enhanced vehicle performance reporting to capture inappropriate driver behavior
• Extensive geo-fence and landmark features for proactive alerts
• Intuitive dashboards to display fleet performance against agency key performance indicators
• Ability to incorporate GIS layers on the mapping interface for users to easily reference custom maps

Recently issued Executive Order 13693 also requires federal agencies with fleets of 20 vehicles or more to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by a minimum of 15% by 2020. AT&T Fleet Manager provides tools to assist your agency in complying.

Monitor operations by analyzing trends and responding to alerts.
Expected benefits

Enhancement of many operational areas such as:
- Operator safety
- Operational efficiency
- Pre-emptive vehicle maintenance
- Fuel optimization
- Compliance reporting
- Internal accountability
- Transparency
- Data for route planning
- Theft prevention
- Reduced vehicle emissions
- Vehicle usage statistics

Simple and easy vehicle connections

A vehicle tracking device is plugged into the OBDII port by designated installers, the device is tested and registered to the vehicle, and the vehicle is ready to go. The Vehicle Installation Process is straightforward and results in minimal vehicle downtime.

Fleet intelligence anywhere

Proactively monitor fleet operations by analyzing trends and responding to maintenance or activity alerts as soon as they are detected. You’re building a way to rapidly process data, analyze it, and leverage it to serve a wide range of business needs. The business intelligence gathered can have a positive impact on the federal agency budget.

Visibility on-the-go

Even when away from your desk, AT&T Fleet Manager’s mobile app enables you to locate any vehicles and confirm their current status, from Apple iOS and Android devices.
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